Magic, Dragons, & Swords

Readers who are part of the **Guild of Magic, Dragons, & Swords** love books with, well...magic, dragons, and swords! Fantasy worlds with fantasy creatures are your favorite, and you are on a quest for adventure and escape.

This list helps **Magic, Dragons, & Swords** readers find books they like who also want to learn more about extinct animals.

- *How to Train Your Dragon* by Cressida Cowell
- *Behold--the Dragons!* by Gail Gibbons
- *The Truth About Dragons* by Thomas Kingsley Troupe
- *Dragons* by Catherine M. Petrini
- *Dragon Rider* by Cornelia Funke
- *The Hidden Stairs and the Magic Carpet* by Tony Abbott
- *Revenge of the Red Knight* by Marianne Hering
- *The Knight at Dawn* by Mary Pope Osborne
- *All's Faire in Middle School* by Victoria Jamieson